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SCISSORS

DAMASCUS
A truly unique Collector Series 10
years in the making. Damascus steel
is primarily used in the production
of knives and blades, but in this
series, we have developed a process
allowing the poured cast-forging
of scissors and clamps. Forging of
this Damascus steel is the same
as knife making. Alternating strips
and varieties of stainless steel are
welded together, then folded and
pounded to produce a patterned
billet. The process is repeated 100’s
of times until the desired Damascus
pattern is achieved. In the final step,
Tungsten Carbide blades/jaws are
added as structural support for
cutting and gripping. The T.C. carries
a Rockwell hardness of 54.

SA35DMCS
3.5” Arrow Scissor
Tungsten Carbide Blades
Straight

SAP4DMCS
4” All Purpose Scissor
Tungsten Carbide Blades
Straight

STANDARD
CLAMP

SH45DMCS
4.5” Hair Scissor
Tungsten Carbide Blades
Straight

SCISSOR
CLAMP
Full Crosshatch
Tungsten Carbide
Jaw Structure

Each unit requires over 70 hours to
produce and only 50 units of each
tool will be made.
The Collector Series is sold as an
engraved numbered set consisting
of three scissors and two clamps.
Comes with a custom Collector
Series bag and signed Certificate of
Authenticity from the DR.SLICK Co.
C5DMCS
5” Standard Clamp
Tungsten Carbide Jaws
Straight

SAP4DMCS
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SNH5DMCS
5” Scissor Clamp
Tungsten Carbide Blades and Jaws
Straight

Limited Edition Series

EL DORADO

Stake your claim! Luxurious Limited Edition series of three scissors and two
clamps electroplated with 24 Karat gold. Each unit is plated two times and then
hand-polished and waxed to a high luster.

SA35ELDO

All El Dorado tools come in a Limited Edition bag. Beat the rush and get your
Dubai/Beverly Hills groove on!

SCISSORS

SA35ELDO
3.5” Arrow Scissor
Serrated Blade
Straight

SAP4ELDO
4” All Purpose Scissor
Serrated Blade
Straight

SH45ELDO
4.5” Hair Scissor
Serrated Blade
Straight

STANDARD
CLAMP

SCISSOR
CLAMP

Half Smooth &
Half Striated
Jaw Structure

Half Smooth &
Half Crosshatch
Jaw Structure

C5ELDO
5” Standard Clamp
Straight

SNH5ELDO
5” Scissor Clamp
Serrated Blade
Straight

drslick.com • 800-462-4474
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KNOT-TYING NIPPERS
U.S. PAT. No. 7997629

Knot-tying nippers
Revolutionary design makes tying the nail knot a cinch.
Perfect for attaching backing or leader to your fly line.
Innovative offset or slanted blade face is designed to
work in tight to flies and snip tag ends of tippet
without cutting hackles or materials. Don’t
fear the knot! See instructions on page 19.

NSJOKT

NSJOBKT

SPLIT SHOT CLAMP
5”; gold loops or black finish;
straight jaw; smooth jaw structure

CSPS5G

Designed to open and close all sizes and
materials of split shot. One jaw is shaped
like a triangle/wedge and the other
jaw has two recesses to hold the shot.
Simply place the shot in the recess
and close the clamp. The triangular/
wedge jaw will open the shot in one
smooth motion. A small gap exists
between the jaws to ensure no
mashing or cutting of tippet. Jaw
tips are smooth and can be used
for closing the shot. Recessed
jaw is colored for ease of
use. Built-in straightedge
screwdriver helps open
damaged split shot. Also
handles all streamside
tasks making it one of
the most innovative
crossover clamps we
have ever designed.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
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CSPS5B

SlickRelease CLAMPS

SlickRelease STANDARD CLAMPS

5” Clamp with 5 mm ID tube (best for fly sizes #16-#22) or 6” Clamp
with 8mm ID tube (best for fly sizes #8-#18).Gold loop or black finish;
curved jaw

Half Smooth &
Half Striated
Jaw Structure

Easy, hands-free release of fish finally done right! Simply slide the tube
down your tippet until the fly is inside the tube. A quick pop or jiggle and
the fly is free from the fish. A huge advantage of this set-up is when a fly
is twisted or obstructed from the tube, you can simply use the clamp in
the traditional way to remove
the hook. Can easily handle
all streamside tasks.
Match the size and type
of flies you use to the
release tube size. The
OG is back!

SlickRelease SCISSOR CLAMPS
CCSNH5RG
5” Curved Jaw
5mm ID Tube

CCSNH6RG
6” Curved Jaw
8mm ID Tube

Also available
in black
CCSNH5RB

Also available
in black
CCSNH6RB

Half Smooth &
Half Crosshatch
Jaw Structure

CC5RG
5” Curved Jaw
5mm ID Tube

CC6RG
6” Curved Jaw
8mm ID Tube

Also available in black
CC5RB

Also available in black
CC6RB

SLICK SACK
4.5” x 6”
Velvet drawstring knick knack bags with logo. Tu pac. Perfect for reel
spools, tippet, flyboxes, etc.

SlickRelease MITTEN
SCISSOR CLAMPS
CCMS5RG
5” Curved Jaw
5mm ID Tube
Also available
in black
CCMS5RB

Half Smooth &
Half Crosshatch
Jaw Structure

CCMS66RG
6” Curved Jaw
8mm ID Tube
Also available
in black
CCMS6RB

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
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SCISSORS
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DR. SLICK scissors are the choice of fly tyers worldwide. Whether you’re new to fly tying
or a hardened production tyer, DR. SLICK scissors will maximize your fly tying enjoyment,
production and quality.
For maximum performance and longer scissor life, two main rules apply when choosing
scissors for tying. First, match the scissor to the types of materials you tie with most often.
Most scissors in the DR. SLICK line can handle both natural and synthetic materials with ease,
but if you tie predominantly with synthetic materials, consider the new generation of scissors
like Tungsten Carbide, Razor and Prism that are designed to handle these materials. Second,
match the scissor to the size and type of flies you tie. If you tie small flies without much mass
or material, use small finer blade scissors like Arrow, MicroTip and Iris. Conversely, if you tie
larger flies, with more mass and material, consider larger scissors with heavier blades like All
Purpose, Hair or Razor. Great scissors make great flies!
See Chart on Page 9 for Complete Specifications.

THE BIG THREE

SH45TCBL
Tungsten Carbide
Hair Scissor

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE (T.C.) SCISSORS
3.5”, 4” or 4.5”;
straight non-serrated blade

Arrow Scissors

All Purpose Scissors

Based on the Big Three, this series has T.C. blades
welded onto the scissor blade frame. T.C. is 7x
harder than stainless steel and holds an edge
longer. These can handle all types of tying
materials, but were created to tackle modern
synthetic materials.

Hair Scissors

30 years of research and development have proven that the 3.5” Arrow, 4” All
Purpose, and 4.5” Hair Scissor frames are the optimum length and blade style for
most fly tyers. Whether you tie with scissors in hand or pick up and put down,
these scissors make tying easier and more efficient. The Big Three frame styles are
also used in the Tungsten Carbide, Micro Tip, Prism, Bent Shaft, and Twisted Loop
series.

SA35PR
Prism Arrow
Scissor

Arrow: 3.5”; straight or curved serrated blade
Short fine bladed scissor designed for small flies and detail work. The notch at
the base of the blades is designed for cutting wire and lead. Excellent for natural
materials and can handle most synthetics. Great scissor for in-hand tyers.

PRISM
SCISSORS

All Purpose: 4”; straight or curved serrated blade
The name says it all! Medium length with blades designed for small, medium and
large flies. The one to have in your traveling kit. Excellent for natural materials
and can handle most synthetics.

3.5”, 4” or 4.5”;
straight serrated blade

Hair: 4.5”; straight or curved serrated blade
Long heavy blades are designed for large flies and tough materials. If you work
with hair or other heavy materials, this is a true workhorse. Excellent for natural
materials and can handle most synthetics.

This Big-Three-based series has a titanium nitride
coating on the entire scissor. The coating creates a
harder blade surface and thus makes these scissors
ideal for synthetic materials. The finish is a unique
and fantastic swirl of red, green, blue and orange,
and no two finishes are ever the same.

SAP4GMT
All Purpose MicroTip Scissor

TWISTED LOOP SCISSORS
3.5”, 4” or 4.5”; straight serrated blade
This series is truly unique although still based on the
Big Three frames. By offsetting one loop and installing
a gap between the loops, we have created a more
ergonomic scissor with better control and dexterity,
while reducing finger fatigue. Excellent with natural
materials and can handle most synthetics. Fantastic if
you tie with scissors in hand. FYI, your thumb goes
in the standard loop.

MICROTIP SCISSORS
3.5”, 4” or 4.5”; straight serrated blade
This series is based on the Big Three, but designed for
small delicate detail work. Hypodermic tips on the
scissors make short work of very small or lightly dressed
flies. Excellent on natural and fine synthetic materials.

U.S. PAT. No. 8272300B2
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RAZOR SCISSORS
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straight serrated blade
Possibly the sharpest scissors ever
created. Think razor blades with
handles. These thin blades with
a razor edge make short work
of all materials. Adjustable
tension allows for loosening
or tightening as materials
warrant. Cuts through
natural and synthetic
materials like butter.
Made from 440 grade
steel. These are the
ultimate tying scissors.

®

drslick.com • 800-462-4474
3.75” Arrow

4” All Purpose

4.5” Hair

OPEN LOOP SCISSOR
4”; straight serrated blade

BENT SHAFT SCISSORS
3.5”, 4” or 4.5”; straight
serrated blade
This series is based on a
simple concept. Picking
SB4G
flat scissors up from a
Bent Shaft Scissor
flat surface is no fun,
and sliding them across your
bench to get them in your hand is
a time killer. By placing a bend in the
middle of the scissor, the problem of picking up is solved. Handles and performs just
like a regular straight scissor. Based on the Big Three scissors. Excellent with natural
materials and can handle most synthetics.

Malleable loops allow you to
custom contour the scissor
loops to your fingers. Excellent
with natural materials
and can handle most
synthetics.

ST4OL

OPEN LOOP
THINNING
SCISSOR

IRIS SCISSORS
Slick is slick. These fine fly tying
scissors belong on the fingers of every
fly tyer.
Gary LaFontaine, World Renowned
Author and Fly Tyer

4”; straight
serrated blade

3.5” or 4”; straight or curved
serrated blade

Same malleable loops
as above, but with a
thinning blade. Ideal for
softening hard outlines
on flies by cutting alternate
lengths and amounts of
material. Excellent with natural
materials and handles most
synthetics.

The classic! Most of us started
with Iris scissors and they
have stood the test of time.
Thin blades and hypodermic
tips make these ideal for
small flies and detail work.
Excellent with natural
materials and can handle
most synthetics.

Each scissor is inspected, adjusted and tested before leaving the Dr. Slick shop,
assuring you a tool that won’t fail on the bench.

Tipping Scissor

Tightening Scissor

Deburring Scissor
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SYNTHETICS
SCISSOR
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5”; straight serrated
blade

SPRING
SCISSORS

FINISHING
SCISSOR

4”; straight or curved
serrated blade

5”; straight nonserrated blade

The ultimate onehand wonder! No
loops, just squeeze the
spring arms together
and the blades cut.
Great scissor for detail
work and in-hand
tying. Excellent with
natural materials
and can handle most
synthetics.

This spring-loaded
scissor with finger
loop is designed for
one-hand operation.
Great for in-hand tying
and detail work. If you
are a rod builder, this is
the scissor for you as it
can easily cut silk and
nylon wrapping thread.
Excellent with natural
materials and can
handle most synthetics.

Designed for cutting
heavy natural and
synthetic materials.
Heavy blades with
large serrations for
cutting tough stuff like
glo bug yarn, foam,
leather, plastic, bead
chain, lead, wire and
mylar. A must for all
tying benches.

drslick.com • 800-462-4474

SCISSOR GIFT SETS
SET
SET/MT
SET/TC
SET/PR
SET/SB

SA35G, SAP4G & SH45G Scissors in Large Fly Box
SA35GMT, SAP4GMT & SH45GMT MicroTip Scissors in Large Fly Box
SA35TCBL, SAP4TCBL & SH45TCBL Tungsten Carbide Scissors in Large Fly Box
SA35PR, SAP4PR, SH45PR Prism Scissors in Large Fly Box
SB35G, SB4G, SB45G Bent Shaft Scissors in Large Fly Box

Gift set boxes come with slit foam plus extra insert.
Substitutions are welcome.

BRAID SCISSOR
SET

4”; straight non-serrated blade
Great little scissor designed
to cut the new age braid
and synthetic lines. If you
use braid for backing or
terminal tackle, this is a
must. I use braid to attach
stinger hooks to my large
streamers...so naturally I
have this scissor handy
on my bench.

PREPARATION SCISSOR
8.5”; straight serrated blade
This is the big dog in terms of
cutting anything you can bring
to the tying bench! Very heavy
blades with large serrations
and a wire cutter for tackling
the nastiest stuff in Fly Tying
Town. Specifically designed
to handle all the heavy new
tying materials. Easily handles
the macro work on big, thick
sheets of foam, heavy
leather and yarn for glo
bugs, lead, wire, antron,
rubber, flash, chenille,
latex, tubing, braid,
darlon and the list
goes on. The mother
of all scissors!

Testing Scissor

Inspecting Scissor
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SCISSORS
Item #
ARROW
SA35G
SAC35G
ALL PURPOSE
SAP4G
SAPC4G
HAIR
SH45G
SHC45G
MICROTIP
SA35GMT (Arrow)
SAP4GMT (All Purpose)
SH45GMT (Hair)
TUNGSTEN CARBIDE
SA35TCBL (Arrow)
SAP4TCBL (All Purpose)
SH45TCBL (Hair)
PRISM
SA35PR (Arrow)
SAP4PR (All Purpose)
SH45PR (Hair)
TWISTED LOOP
SA35GTW (Arrow)
SAP4GTW (All Purpose)
SH45GTW (Hair)
BENT SHAFT
SB35G (Arrow)
SB4G (All Purpose)
SB45G (Hair)
RAZOR
SR37G (Arrow)
SR4G (All Purpose)
SR45G (Hair)
OPEN LOOP
SAP4OL (All Purpose)
ST4OL (Thinning)
IRIS
SI35G
SIC35G
SI4G
SIC4G
SPRING
SS4G
SSC4G
FINISHING
SF5B
SYNTHETICS
SY5B
BRAID
SBR4B
PREPARATION
SMD85

FINISH
Length
in Inches

Gold Loops
& Handles

Black Loops
& Handles

Prism

Serrated
Blade

*Curved
Tip

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

3.5
3.5
4
4
4.5
4.5
3.5
4
4.5

*Curved Blades have a
30 degree angle.

3.5
4
4.5
3.5
4
4.5

All scissors are made from
410 Japanese stainless
steel with a Rockwell
hardness of 45 with the
following exceptions:

3.5
4
4.5

Tungsten Carbide scissor
blades have a Rockwell
of 55.
Razor scissors are made
from 440 stainless steel
with a Rockwell of 55.

3.5
4
4.5

Braid scissors are made
from 420J2 stainless steel
with a Rockwell of 54.

3.75
4
4.5
4
4

Adjustable green PVC loops
Adjustable green PVC loops

Preparation scissors are
430 German stainless steel
with a Rockwell of 57.

3.5
3.5
4
4
®

4
4
5
5

800-462-4474
drslick.com

4
8.5

Black and gold rubber handles

In more than 20 years of fly tying, these are the best scissors I have ever found.
Steve Rajeff, World Champion Fly Caster
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FLY TYING
One of the absolute joys of fly fishing is tying
your own flies. Whether you’re a novice or a
professional, we have the high quality tools to
make this art form easier and more enjoyable.

®
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BOBBINS
3”, 4” or 4.75” Frames
Bobbins are the critical tool in tying since they must keep smooth tension on the thread spool and have super smooth
inserts to apply the thread to your fly. To this end, we have created three series of bobbins that handle these tasks with ease.
All have delrin feet for smooth tension on the thread spool, and have either dual glass, ceramic, or titanium oxide inserts
for smooth application of thread to fly. These funnel shaped inserts allow for a smoother application of thread or other
materials as the bobbin is rotated, and they cause less breakage than traditional pipe or straight edged inserts.
Glass Inserts: A hyper-smooth small diameter insert designed for extra fine tying threads, 8/0 and above, as well as
synthetic threads. Ultra slick!
Ceramic Inserts: The gold standard for years. The smooth crystalline substance is extremely slick!
Titanium Oxide Inserts: A much newer generation of material that is more lubricious than ceramic, due to the raised
micro pebbled or egg carton pattern that cuts down on surface tension. Ridiculously slick!

All our professional fly tyers demand easy to use, durable and
aesthetically pleasing tying tools. We choose DR. SLICK. I still tie
over 1000 dozen flies each season and their high quality tools
have earned a permanent place on my tying bench.

Glass Insert

Craig Matthews, Blue Ribbon Flies, West Yellowstone, MT

Ceramic Insert

Titanium Oxide Insert

RHPS pliers

FLY TYING TOOL MATERIALS
Most of our fly tying tools are available in several finishes. Each finish has its own
unique properties and aesthetic to suit your individual taste.
Brass: The classic. Very smooth
action, 5 mm diameter handle.
Stainless Steel: Very smooth
action, heavier and stronger than
brass, 5 mm diameter handle.
(400 grade stainless steel)

HP pliers

HPNS pliers

HACKLE PLIERS

RHPL
pliers

Non-rotary: 2.25” and Rotary: 2”, 3.75” Jumbo, or 4”

Bamboo: Very smooth action,
lightweight, renewable, large 7
mm diameter handle.

Non-rotary is best for simple application of hackles to flies. Use rotary
when working with parachute flies. A half hitch tool is built into the
handle of the rotary pliers.

Aluminum: (Jumbo Tools) Very
smooth action, lightweight,
large 10 mm diameter handle for
easier grip and pickup.

drslick.com • 800-462-4474
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FLY TYER GIFT SETS
TYER
SAP4G Scissor, CBOB4 Bobbin and BOD, BT, HSM,
WF4, HP Tying Tools

Large gift set boxes come with
slit foam plus extra insert.
Substitutions are welcome.

STEEL TYER
SAP4 Scissor, CBOB4 Bobbin and BOD-ST, BT-ST,
HSM-ST, WF4-ST, HP-ST Tying Tools

BAMBOO TYER
SAP4G Scissor, CBOB4 Bobbin and BOD-B, BT-B,
HSM, WF-B and RHPS-B Tying Tools
built-in half hitch tool

DUBBING TOOLS

HALF HITCH
TOOLS

5” Hooks, 5” Jumbo Hook, 4.5” Jumbo Twister, 4”
Turbo Hook, 2” Twister, 6” Comb and Brush

3”

Used to apply threaded dubbing materials to the
body of a fly. DC6 has Velcro comb (light material)
and brass brush (heavy material) that create a
perfect bead of dubbing when raked through
dubbing materials.

Four half hitch
openings cover hooks
#8-#22. Set of two.

HAIR STACKERS
Small 1.75” (6mm ID), Medium 2”
(11mm ID) and Large 2.75” (14mm ID)
Used to stack hair or other materials
to even lengths. We have
three series of
stackers to cover
most stackable
materials. All stackers
feature a neoprene
base to protect your
tabletop.

Brass

WHIP
FINISHERS

The traditional choice. Smooth action
and heavy. Low static build up.

4”, 5” Jumbo, and 6”
Quickest way to finish off your fly and give it a
professional appearance. Use 4” or 5”models for
small to medium flies or the 6” model for larger flies.
Built-in half hitch tool.

6061-T6 Aluminum
The choice for individuals stacking
synthetic or heavy static materials.
Smooth action and light. Very low
static build up.

400 Grade Stainless Steel
The heavyweight of stackers. Smooth
action and very stout. Low static
buildup. Best for stacking heavy
materials.

400 Grade Stainless Steel
with Prism Finish
Titanium nitride coating creates a
hard surface for smooth stacking.
Each stacker has unique and fantastic
swirls of blue, red, green, and orange.

Used to apply head
cement, tease materials
on a fly, or execute a
half hitch.

BOBBIN
THREADERS
5.5” and 7” Jumbo
Pull thread through the
bobbin tube. Built-in
half hitch tool.

Super versatile bull dog, self-closing
design. Can be used for a myriad of tasks
on the tying bench, but really excels on
your vest or in a fly box. I keep one on a
retractor and use it to select #20 flies from
my midge box and then let it hang while I
repack the box. No need to transfer fly to
patch. Extra Hand says it all.

Bead Tweezer
4”
Unique arrowhead design allows
these self-closing tweezers to grip
any size beads or cones. Non-slip
rubber pads on the jaws makes
it easy to pick up tiny beads and
protects against breakage of glass
or plastic beads.

7.25”

Bishop Tweezers
BODKINS

2.25”

Dubbing Loop Tweezer

TWEEZERS

5” and 5.75” Jumbo

Extra Hand Tweezer

4”, straight or curved jaw
Indispensable on the bench for
picking up hooks, hackles or beads.
Great for holding materials in place
when tying a fly.
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Mammoth tweezer designed to execute
perfect dubbing/composite loops. Self
closing design keeps materials tight and
the inch/centimeter scale on the jaws
ensures consistent flies. Smooth flat jaws
and textured grip allow for excellent control.
Great for picking up hooks, beads and
doubles as a bodkin/prison shank. Perfect
tool for the avid/production tyer.

FLY TYING

Item #

Length
in Inches

Materials/Finish

BOBBINS
Glass
GBOB3
3
GBOB4
4
GBOB47
4.75
Ceramic
Stainless
CBOB3
3
steel
CBOB4
4
and
CBOB47
4.75
brass
Titanium
TBOB3
3
TBOB4
4
TBOB47
4.75
HACKLE PLIERS
HP
2.25
Brass
HP-ST
2.25
Stainless steel
HPNS
2.25
Tool steel
HPNS-ST
2.25
Stainless steel
RHPS
2
Brass & steel
RHPS-ST
2
Stainless steel
RHPS-B
2
Bamboo handle
RHPL
4
Brass
RHPL-ST
4
Stainless steel
RHPL-B
4
Bamboo handle
RHP-J (Jumbo)
3.75
Aluminum
DUBBING TOOLS
DH5
5
Brass
DH5-ST
5
Stainless steel
DH-J (Jumbo)
5
Aluminum
TDH4
4
Brass
DTW
2
Brass
DTW-J (Jumbo)
4.5
Aluminum
DC6
6
Brass
WHIP FINISHERS
WF4
4
Brass
WF6
6
WF4-ST
4
Stainless steel
WF6-ST
6
WF-B
4
Bamboo handle
WF-J (Jumbo)
5
Aluminum
HAIR STACKERS
Brass
HSS
1.75
Brass
HSM
2
HSL
2.75
Aluminum
HSS-A
1.75
6061-T6 aluminum
HSM-A
2
HSL-A
2.75
Stainless Steel
HSS-ST
1.75
400 grade
HSM-ST
2
stainless steel
HSL-ST
2.75
Stainless Steel - Prism finish
HSS-PR
1.75
400 grade stainless steel
HSM-PR
2
with prism finish
HSL-PR
2.75
BODKINS, BOBBIN THREADERS & HALF HITCH TOOLS
BOD
5
Brass
BOD-ST
5
Stainless steel
BOD-B
5
Bamboo handle
BOD-J (Jumbo)
5.75
Aluminum
BT
5.5
Brass
BT-ST
5.5
Stainless steel
BT-B
5.5
Bamboo handle
BT-J (Jumbo)
7
Aluminum
HHT
3
Brass
HHT-ST
3
Stainless steel
TWEEZERS
Bishop Tweezers
FB4G
4
FBC4G
4
Gold
Extra Hand Tweezer
and
FEX
2.25
satin
Bead Tweezer
BDT
4
Dubbing Loop Tweezer
DLT
7.25

Features
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Dual glass inserts, delrin feet, comfort grip

Dual ceramic inserts, delrin feet

Dual titanium inserts, delrin feet

Rubber tubing on one jaw
No-slip duplex rubber jaw, tool steel
No-slip duplex rubber jaw
Rotary, rubber tubing on one jaw,
w/half hitch tool, stainless steel jaws

Dubbing hook w/half hitch tool
Turbo dubbing hook
Dubbing twister
Dubbing twister w/half hitch tool
Dubbing comb and brush (velcro comb, brass bristle brush)

Rotary, w/half hitch tool

All hair stackers have a neoprene padded base

Bodkin, w/half hitch tool

Bobbin threader, w/half hitch tool
Half hitch tools, 2 units, 4 half hitch openings
Straight
Curved
Fly tweezer, self closing, curved
Self closing, straight
Self closing, straight, with inch/cm scale
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CLAMPS
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Clamps are designed for a myriad of tasks like crushing barbs,
removing hooks from fish (or yourself!), opening/closing split shot,
knot-tying, cutting tippet, etc. Knowing what tasks you regularly
perform stream-side will help you select the clamp(s) that best suit
your angling needs. Clamps tend to be a very personal item, and like
a favorite rod or reel, people have preferences for their clamps. Some
anglers like short clamps and others prefer long. Some like straight
jaws while others prefer curved. Many like the gold loops/handles
and others prefer the stealth-mode black. So, if you lose your buddy’s
5” curved black clamp, don’t assume the 4” gold loop straight model
you gave him off your vest will clear the air.
See Chart on Page 16 for Complete Specifications.

CROSSFIRE CLAMPS
5” Standard; 5” and 6” Scissor Clamps;
5” and 6” Mitten Scissor Clamps;
textured rubber handles;
satin and orange or all black;
straight jaw; various jaw structures

STANDARD CLAMPS
4”, 5”, 5.5” and 6”; gold loop or black finish;
straight or curved jaw; half smooth and half
striated jaw structure
All the most popular sizes from 4” to 6”. Designed to
handle all your streamside tasks like hook removal,
barb crushing, and closing shot.

CM

CROS
OS

CF

BK

M

BY DR.SLICK

This hybrid series combines
three of Dr. Slick’s most
popular clamp styles,
lengths and jaw
structures. The
addition of textured
rubber handles
and tapered jaws
combine to create
a unique blend of
form, function
and comfort.
A new twist
on old
favorites.

LONG RANGE
CLAMPS

BARB CLAMPS
4.5”; gold loops or black
finish; straight jaw;
smooth jaw structure

7”, 8” and 10”; gold loop
or black finish; straight or
curved jaw; half smooth
and half striated jaw
structure
Not for the faint of heart!
These clamps are designed
to manhandle big flies
and keep gnashing teeth
and loose treble and fly
hooks at a safe distance.
Perfectly at home in fresh
and salt water. Long
heavy duty shanks and
short powerful jaws
make short work of deep
hook removal, big barb
crushing, and closing
shot. Really handy when
removing double fly rigs
or stinger setups from
fish. Great alternative to
traditional pliers.

RE

S6

Short with powerful shanks
and smooth jaws, this clamp
can handle all streamside
tasks, but really excels at
barb crushing.

SPRING CREEK CLAMPS
BARB PLIER
5”; satin or black with green PVC handles;
smooth jaw structure
A crushing beast. The smooth powerful jaws are
designed to handle destruction of most hook barbs
in fresh and salt water. Comes spring-loaded, with
a full-swivel bungee lanyard. I keep one in my vest
and another on my tying bench. Easily handles
most streamside tasks. Not just for fly anglers,
this item is very popular with walleye and bass
fisherman for hook removal.
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5”; gold loops or black finish;
straight or curved jaw;
smooth jaw structure
One of the favorites of the DR.SLICK
crew. Needle nose jaws allow this
clamp to be used with #26
midges all the way to #6
buggers. Smooth jaws make
crushing barbs on the
smallest flies easy.
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PRISM CLAMPS

CMS47PR
Mitten
Scissor
Clamp

5” Standard; 5” Spring Creek; 5.5” Scissor Clamp; 4.75”
and 5.5” Mitten Scissor Clamp; straight jaw; various jaw
structures
We have coated five popular sized clamps with a titanium
nitride finish. The coating creates a harder surface and
thus adds more protection against salt water. The finish
is a unique and fantastic swirl of blue, red, green, and
orange. No two finishes are ever the same.

WARNING: Cancer and
Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

CLAMP
FEATURES

SNH55PR
Scissor
Clamp

Metal
All clamps are made
from 410 Japanese
stainless steel with
a Rockwell hardness
of 42.

CX5PR
Spring
Creek
Clamp

MITTEN CLAMPS

TWISTED LOOP CLAMPS

5.5” or 6.5”; gold handle or black finish; straight
jaw; half smooth and half cross hatch jaw structure

U.S. PAT.
No. 8272300B2

4”, 5”, 6” Standard; 5” Spring Creek and 5.5” Scissor
Clamp; gold loop finish; straight jaw; various jaw
structures

Extremely popular alternative to the traditional loop
and ratchet clamps. Simply squeeze the clamp all
the way through the ratchets to release. To close,
squeeze until the ratchets lock. Also excellent for
cold weather fishing where gloves or mittens are the
norm, or for tangling with big fish. This one hand
wonder comes with dual self-opening springs and a
full-swivel bungee lanyard.

A truly groundbreaking series of clamps. By
offsetting one loop and installing a gap between
the loops, we have created a more ergonomic
clamp with better control, dexterity and
crushing power. These clamps can easily
handle all streamside tasks. FYI, your
thumb goes in the standard loop.

Curved Jaws
Curved models
have a 30
degree angle.

Jaw Structures

Half Smooth &
Half Striated

CLAMP GIFT SETS
Standard or Spring Creek
SSIG
SSIB
SSIPR
SPKG
SPKB
SPKPR

Nipper, Reel & C5G 5" Gold Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & C5B 5" Black Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & C5PR 5” Prism Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CX5G 5" Gold Spring Creek Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CX5B 5" Black Spring Creek Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CX5PR 5" Prism Spring Creek Clamp in Medium Fly Box

Smooth

Half Smooth &
Half Cross Hatch

Gift set boxes come with slit foam inserts and either
NSJO nipper/RISOG reel (gold/prism set) or NSJOB nipper/RIS reel
(black set)

MITTEN SCISSOR CLAMPS

Substitutions are welcome.

4.75” or 5.5”; gold handle or black finish; straight
jaw; half smooth and half cross hatch jaw
Same one handed operation as a mitten clamp,
but with a serrated scissor mounted behind the
jaws. This addition allows for cutting tippet/leader
material, trimming flies streamside or opening that
pesky bag of jerky. Comes with hook eye cleaning
pin in jaw, dual self-opening springs and a fullswivel bungee lanyard.

SSIG

Pin-In Shank
A feature on most
locking clamps,
designed for clearing
hook eyes and opening small split shot.

Slick Tip
If you’re angling in salt
water, consider using
the black oxidized or
prism finished clamps
which provide an extra layer of protection.
For clamp longevity in
salt water, rinse your
clamps in fresh water
and apply a little oil.

drslick.com • 800-462-4474
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MITTEN CLAMP GIFT SETS

I am particularly impressed with the DR. SLICK
mitten clamp. It is easy to use for removing a fly
from a fish, even with gloves on. The mitten clamp
has made it far easier to practice catch and release
on cold days. I will never go fishing again without it!

Mitten or Mitten Scissor Options
MTK1G
MTK1B
MTK2G
MTK2B
MTKS3G
MTKS3B
MTKS3PR
MTKS5G
MTKS5B
MTKS5PR

Nipper, Reel & CM65G 6.5" Gold Mitten Clamp in Large Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CM65B 6.5" Black Mitten Clamp in Large Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CM55G 5.5" Gold Mitten Clamp in Large Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CM55B 5.5" Black Mitten Clamp in Large Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CMS55G 5.5" Gold Mitten Scissor Clamp in Large Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CMS55B 5.5" Black Mitten Scissor Clamp in Large Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CMS55PR 5.5” Prism Mitten Scissor Clamp in Large Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CMS47G 4.75" Gold Mitten Scissor Clamp in Large Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CMS47B 4.75" Black Mitten Scissor Clamp in Large Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & CMS47PR 4.75” Prism Mitten Scissor Clamp in Large Fly Box

MTKS3PR

Chris Mihulka, World Class Fly Tyer

Gift set boxes come with slit foam plus extra insert, and either NSJO nipper/RISOG reel
(gold/prism set) or NSJOB nipper/RIS reel (black set).
Substitutions are welcome.

MTK1B
MTKS5G

®

drslick.com
800-462-4474
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

BARB CRUSHER
SCISSOR CLAMPS

SCISSOR CLAMPS
4”,5.5” and 6.5”; gold loops or black finish;
straight or curved jaw; half smooth and half cross
hatch jaw structure

4.75”; gold loops or black
finish; straight jaw; smooth
jaw structure

The most versatile series we make and able to
handle all streamside tasks. Serrated scissor for
cutting tippet/leader material, trimming flies or
performing streamside surgery, no joke…we have
dozens of stories (and unfortunately some photos)
from angling MD’s and non-doctors who have used
these clamps to sew up lacerated anglers or remove
hooks from every imaginable place on the human
body. We also added a straight edge screwdriver
for streamside reel and boat repair or in my case
re-attaching a license plate. This is the closest item
we make to a multi-tool.

Designed to crush barbs and
work with small flies. This clamp
features a heavy serrated box
blade scissor for cutting
really stout materials. A
smooth-jawed more
powerful version of the
popular scissor clamps.

SCISSOR CLAMP GIFT SETS
COMBO-4G
COMBO-4B
COMBO-47G
COMBO-47B
COMBO-5G
COMBO-5B
COMBO-5PR

COMBO-5G

Nipper, Reel & SNH4G 4" Gold Scissor Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & SNH4B 4" Black Scissor Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & SNH47G 4-3/4" Gold Barb Crusher Scissor Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & SNH47B 4-3/4" Black Barb Crusher Scissor Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & SNH55G 5-1/2" Gold Scissor Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & SNH55B 5-1/2" Black Scissor Clamp in Medium Fly Box
Nipper, Reel & SNH55PR 5-1/2" Prism Scissor Clamp in Medium Fly Box

Gift set boxes come with slit foam inserts and either NSJO nipper/RISOG reel (gold/prism set) or
NSJOB nipper/RIS reel (black set). Substitutions are welcome.
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CLAMPS
Item #

STANDARD
C4G
CC4G
C4B
CC4B
C5G
CC5G
C5B
CC5B
C55G
CC55G
C55B
CC55B
C6G
CC6G
C6B
CC6B
LONG RANGE
C7G
CC7G
C7B
CC7B
C8G
CC8G
C8B
CC8B
C10G
CC10G
C10B
CC10B
CROSSFIRE
C5CFO (Standard)
SNH5CFO (Scissor Clamp)
SNH6CFO (Scissor Clamp)
CMS5CFO (Mitten Scissor Clamp)
CMS6CFO (Mitten Scissor Clamp)
C5CFBK (Standard)
SNH5CFBK (Scissor Clamp)
SNH6CFBK (Scissor Clamp)
CMS5CFBK (Mitten Scissor Clamp)
CMS6CFBK (Mitten Scissor Clamp)
BARB
CNH45G
CNH45B
BARB PLIER
PBC5
PBC5B
SPRING CREEK
CX5G
CCX5G
CX5B
CCX5B
PRISM
C5PR (Standard)
CX5PR (Spring Creek)
SNH55PR (Scissor Clamp)
CMS47PR (Mitten Scissor Clamp)
CMS55PR (Mitten Scissor Clamp)
TWISTED LOOP
C4GTW (Standard)
C5GTW (Standard)
C6GTW (Standard)
CX5GTW (Spring Creek)
SNH55GTW (Scissor Clamp)
MITTEN
CM55G
CM55B
CM65G
CM65B
MITTEN SCISSOR
CMS47G
CMS47B
CMS55G
CMS55B
SCISSOR CLAMP
SNH4G
SNHC4G
SNH4B
SNHC4B
SNH55G
SNHC55G
SNH55B
SNHC55B
SNH65G
SNHC65G
SNH65B
SNHC65B
BARB CRUSHER SCISSOR CLAMP
SNH47G
SNH47B

FINISH
Length
in Inches

Gold Loops
& Handles

All
Black

Prism

4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
6
6
6
6

Jaw Structure

Half smooth and half striated

Tapered; half smooth and half striated
Orange textured rubber handles

Tapered; half smooth and half cross hatch
Tapered; half smooth and half striated

Black textured rubber handles

4.5
4.5
5
5

Serrated
Blade

Half smooth and half striated

7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10
5
5
6
5
6
5
5
6
5
6

Curved
Jaw

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Tapered; half smooth and half cross hatch

Smooth
Satin with green PVC handles
Black with green PVC handles

5
5
5
5

Smooth

Tapered; smooth

5
5
5.5
4.75
5.5

Half smooth and half striated
Smooth
Half smooth and half cross hatch

4
5
6
5
5.5

Half smooth and half striated
Smooth
Half smooth and half cross hatch

5.5
5.5
6.5
6.5

Half smooth and half cross hatch

4.75
4.75
5.5
5.5

Half smooth and half cross hatch

4
4
4
4
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5

Half smooth and half cross hatch

4.75
4.75

Smooth
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SERIES By Dr. Slick
Fish Different!
The radically different XBC series combines form, style
and function. Featuring five of Dr. Slick’s most popular
tools in eight electric powder coated colors. Express
yourself and personalize your bench, vest, pack, or bag.
Choose from the following vibrant colors:
BLUE, RED, GREEN, YELLOW, PINK, ORANGE, BLACK,
and WHITE

XBC ALL PURPOSE
SCISSORS

XBC STANDARD CLAMPS

XBC SCISSOR CLAMPS

4”; straight serrated blade

5”; straight jaw; half smooth
and half striated jaw structure

5”; straight jaw; half smooth and
half cross hatch jaw structure

The Name Says it All!

The Classic

The Multi-Tasker

This is the one to have on your
tying bench. The ever popular
and versatile 4” model is
designed for small, medium
and large flies. Excellent
for natural and synthetic
materials.

Offered in the ever popular
5” model. Easily handles
all your streamside tasks
like hook removal, barb
crushing, and closing
shot. Features hook
eye cleaning pin in
the shank.

The most versatile clamp we
make handles all streamside tasks
brilliantly. Features a serrated
scissor for cutting tippet/leader
material or trimming flies, a
hook eye cleaning pin-inshank, and a straight edge
screwdriver for streamside
reel and boat repair.
Closest item we make
to a multi-tool.

XBC MITTEN SCISSOR CLAMPS
5”; straight jaw; half smooth and half cross
hatch jaw structure

SERIES by Dr. Slick

Easy to Drive
No finger loops here! Simply squeeze the
clamp all the way through the ratchets to
release. To close, squeeze until the ratchets
lock. Extremely popular alternative to the
traditional loop and ratchet clamps.

WARNING: Cancer and
Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

XBC scissors and clamps are made from 410 Japanese Stainless
Steel and are available in each of the eight colors shown above.

ALL PURPOSE SCISSORS

This versatile tool features a serrated
scissor mounted behind the jaws for
cutting tippet/leader material, trimming
flies streamside or opening that pesky
bag of jerky. Comes with hook eye
cleaning pin in jaw, dual self-opening
springs and a full-swivel coiled bungee
lanyard. Make it your main squeeze!

4”; Straight Serrated Blade
SAP4BLUE
SAP4RED

SAP4GREEN
SAP4YELLOW

SAP4PINK
SAP4BLACK
SAP4ORANGE SAP4WHITE

STANDARD CLAMPS

5”; Straight Jaw; 1/2 Smooth & 1/2 Striated
C5BLUE
C5RED

C5GREEN
C5YELLOW

C5PINK
C5ORANGE

C5BLACK
C5WHITE

MITTEN SCISSOR CLAMPS

5”; Serrated Blade; Straight Jaw; 1/2 Smooth & 1/2 Cross Hatch;
Bungee Lanyard Included
CMS5BLUE
CMS5RED

CMS5GREEN
CMS5YELLOW

CMS5PINK
CMS5BLACK
CMS5ORANGE CMS5WHITE

SCISSOR CLAMPS

5”; Serrated Blade; Straight Jaw; 1/2 Smooth & 1/2 Cross Hatch

XBC NIPPERS

SNH5BLUE
SNH5RED

2”; textured rubber grips; super sharp blades; hook eye cleaning pin

Always Hanging Around

SNH5GREEN
SNH5YELLOW

SNH5PINK
SNH5BLACK
SNH5ORANGE SNH5WHITE

NIPPERS - 400 Japanese stainless steel

One of the most heavily used and critical tools for your vest, pack or bag.
Designed for snipping tippet tag ends, clipping off flies, cutting leader material,
and cleaning hook eyes. The workhorse of the fishing world.

2”; Textured Rubber Grips; Super Sharp Blades; Hook Eye Cleaning Pin
NPBLUE
NPRED

Metal: 400 Japanese stainless steel.
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NPGREEN
NPYELLOW

NPPINK
NPORANGE

NPBLACK
NPWHITE

PLIERS WITH CUTTERS
Whether you fish the ocean, lakes, rivers or ponds, we have the pliers you need to handle big
flies, tough lines, and large fish. When angling in salt water, consider using aluminum, prism or
black oxidized pliers for added protection against the elements. For longevity, rinse your pliers
in fresh water and apply a little oil.
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

PTA65RX
Typhoon Plier

BULLET HEAD, CHAIN NOSE AND BARRACUDA PLIERS
5.5” Bullet Head, 6” Chain Nose and 8.5” Barracuda; satin, black or prism finish
These pliers are designed with side cutters for cutting monofilament and light
wire up to 20 lbs. Each plier has side cutter demarcation lines to easily locate
cutters. All three have an aggressive jaw structure that is designed to mash barbs
and crush copper leader sleeves. Each model has an anti-slip knob designed to
keep your hand from sliding down into a toothy creatures mouth. Equipped with
comfortable foam grips, a full-swivel coiled bungee lanyard, and a molded clipon swivel holster. Excellent for fresh and saltwater angling.
Bullet Head has a short paddle shaped jaw, Chain Nose has a needle nose jaw
and the Barracuda plier has long-reach jaws for the added comfort that only
distance from gnashing teeth can provide.

Aggressive
Jaw Structure

SQUALL PLIER
7.5”

Designed with HR 70+ anvil tungsten carbide side cutters,
these T.C. cutters make short work of any monofilament
and excel at cutting the new-age braid and synthetic
lines. Can cut wire up to 60lbs. Jaws have a half smooth
and half striated design for gripping hooks securely and
are made from heat treated SUS420 J2 coated stainless
steel with a HR of 52. Frame is made from 6061-T6
anodized aluminum to withstand salt water, and is
equipped with non-slip rubber grips and a self-opening
spring. Comes with coiled bungee lanyard, molded clipon swivel holster, and replacement cutters, jaws, and hex
key. The most versatile pliers in our arsenal.

Half Smooth and
Half Striated
Jaw Structure

PBH55PRFX
Bullet Head Plier
w/Prism Finish

TYPHOON PLIER

PC85BFX Barracuda Plier

6.5”
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Item #
BULLET HEAD
PBH55FX
PBH55BFX
PBH55PRFX
CHAIN NOSE
PCN6FX
PCN6BFX
PCN6PRFX
BARRACUDA
PC85FX
PC85BFX
PC85PRFX
TYPHOON
PTA65RX
SQUALL
PSA75RX

Length
In Inches

Metal

5.5

410 stainless steel

6

410 stainless steel

8.5

410 stainless steel

6.5

6061 T6
anodized aluminum

7.5

6061 T6
anodized aluminum

Jaw
Structure

Cutter
Style

Cutter
Rockwell

Grips

Aggressive

Side

45 HR

Foam

Aggressive

Side

45 HR

Foam

Aggressive

Side

45 HR

Foam

Green/gold

Half smooth and
half striated

Anvil TC

70+ HR

Rubber

Green/gold

Half smooth and
half striated

Anvil TC

70+ HR

Rubber

Finish
Satin
Black
Prism
Satin
Black
Prism
Satin
Black
Prism

REELS & NIPPERS

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

NP2KT

REELS

NIPPERS

A must for anglers’ vests or packs. These handy
retractors keep your gadgets easily accessible.

One of the most heavily used and critical tools for your
vest or bag. Designed for snipping tippet tag ends, clipping
off flies, cutting leader material, cleaning hook eyes, sharpening hooks,
or tying nail knots, these nippers are the workhorses of the fishing world.

All reels feature tough steel cords with a 20”
draw, except the RPD which features a nylon
cord and a 28” draw. Steel cord retractors are
best suited for light accessories, like nippers,
files and floatant. For heavier items like clamps
and fly boxes, use the RPD.
Pin-On Models have a heavy duty pin. ClipOn models have the advantage of portability
from bag to vest.

All nippers are 2” and have super sharp blades, an industrial strength
hook eye cleaning pin, and a built-in hook file. Knot-tying models have
an easy-to-use nail knot tube attached.
Metal: 420 J2 Japanese stainless steel.

KNOT TYER INSTRUCTIONS
to tippet spool

Pin-On
JO

1. Insert butt end of mono into tube and wedge
line inside nipper base.

NS

B

JO

NP

2

NS

RIS

RISOG

B2

NP

RIS8G

NSJO and NSJOB
Innovative offset or slanted blade face is designed
to work in tight to flies and snip tag ends of tippet
without cutting hackles or materials.

Clip-On

2. Lock line in bottom notch and wrap line around
tube 5 times. Slide tag end of line through top slot
and out tube end.

NP2 and NPB2
The traditional straight blade face.
to reel
RISOS

RIS8S

RPD

NP2KT and NPB2KT

3. Insert fly line through tube.

U.S. PAT. No. 7997629

Knot-tying nippers

drslick.com • 800-462-4474

Revolutionary
design makes
tying the nail knot a cinch.
Perfect for attaching
backing or leader to your
fly line. Don’t fear the knot!
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NP2KT

NPB2KT

4. Use the pusher slide to push knot off end of tube
while pulling on loose end of mono.

ACCESSORIES

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

®

NECKLACES

NECK/TIP

Growing in popularity by the season, these items appeal to the minimalist
in all of us. Salt flats fisherman have known their advantages for years,
and now many anglers recognize the benefits of dumping the vest. Very
popular in the rapidly growing paddle sport market where necklaces are
the ticket if you fish from a kayak, paddleboard, canoe, pontoon boat or
float tube. If you’re tired of carrying 10 lbs of gear in your vest or bag,
try a necklace and revel in the freedom.

FH
Floatant Holder
Rubber caps
designed to hold
your floatant or
sunscreen. Two
per pack with
“D” rings. A
must have for
your vest, bag
or necklace.

drslick.com
800-462-4474

Adjustable elastic
shock cord with a
padded collar, tippet
spool caddy, two RPD
retractors, floatant holder,
and a waterproof fly
box make this item ready
to accept your existing
tools, fly boxes and gear.
Extra features include a
10 lb. break-away safety
connector, compression
“O” ring clips that allow
portability of gear, and
shirt clips to keep the
necklace from swinging
away from you when
deep wading or
bending over.

NECK/TIP
Fully loaded
Same as the Neck/Tip but with all the
gear you need to get going now. Includes
NSJO Nipper, C5G Clamp, HFG4 Hook File
and Bug Jelly floatant.

HK
Hat Keeper
17” long with
powerful alligator
clips. Designed to
keep your favorite
fishing hat from
blowing away by
attaching one clip
to your hat and the
other to your shirt
collar or vest.

Slick Tip
The length adjustment loop
on the padded collar is a
great place to attach a small
landing net.

LS
Leader Straightener
Kinked up leaders and tippet are a nightmare. Pass the
offensive tangle through the rubber pads and the kinked
up mess goes away. Durable leather construction.

CBL
Clamp Buddy
Losing your clamp
is a bummer. These
10” full-swivel coiled
bungee lanyards will
keep your favorite
clamp, or whatever,
attached to your vest
or bag. Extends to
arms length.
(2 per pack)

FLOATANT/DESICCANT
also available in tubs of 25

Dry Float
1 oz

Float
.5 fl oz
A temperature stable silicone
floatant. Work a small dab
into your flies to keep your
bugs high and dry. A must
for every dry fly fanatic. Also
great as fly line cleaner and
accelerator.
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A unique blend of desiccant
and floatant. This product is
designed for drying and treating
waterlogged and slimed flies in
one step. Drop in fly, shake hard,
blow off excess, and you’re back
in the game. Shaker bottle has
a leader slit so drowning flies
can be treated while still on the
tippet. Product is great with CDC
and synthetic flies.

MAGNETIC GEAR HOLDERS
MINIMAG

NETMAG

Tool Keeper

Net Holder

Awesome little magnet with
dual carabiners that attaches
to your vest or bag. Easily
holds clamps, nippers, files,
or any tool that needs to be
at the ready. Comes with a
9” full-swivel coiled bungee
lanyard. Great alternative to
standard retractors. Magnet
body is only 1-1/4” L x 1/2” D

Fighting with your landing net
(or worse losing it) is no fun. This
powerful magnetic net holder
keeps your net orderly, secure and
ready for use. Carabiner attaches to
back of vest/necklace or what have
you. Can easily hold your net in the
up or down position. Extra long
full-swivel coiled bungee lanyard
keeps your net from walking
away while in use. Also works
great with pliers.

MAGNETIC
WARNING
Contains
magnets that
can interfere
with medical and
communication
devices.

Not for your car keys!

FLY BOXES

BOXM
6.3”L x 4”W x 1.8”D
Medium
double-sided
waterproof
fly box with
slit foam.

NECK/BOX
4.5”L x 3”W x 1.5”D
Waterproof
6-compartment
box with slit foam.

HOLSTER
5.5”L x 3.5”W
Compact molded clip-on
swivel holster with a
full-swivel coiled bungee
lanyard keeps your pliers
and clamps within easy
reach.

BOXL
8.75”L x 4.75”W x 2”D
Large waterproof fly box with slit
foam plus extra insert to double
capacity.

HOOK FILES
Sharp hooks are critical for angling success, and regardless
of what you are told, all hooks will need sharpening from
time to time. Our two-sided hook files feature dual
sharpening grooves for honing hook bottom and
point as well as flat areas for side sharpening of
points. Hook files are constructed of stainless
steel with dual diamond grit surfaces and
textured rubber grip. 4” model has a fine
side (600 grit pattern) and medium
side (300 grit pattern), while the
6” model has medium (300 grit
pattern) and heavy (150 Grit
pattern).

WARNING: Cancer and
Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

HFG4

HFG6
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PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

WARNING: Cancer and
Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

All the goodies to show you’re a DR. SLICK fanatic.

BANNER

MESH BACK

SOLID
BACK

ECO FISHING TOOLS

DECAL

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

A top quality economy line of instruments based on some of the most popular items in the DR. SLICK line-up.
Metal: 400 grade stainless steel

SCISSORS

Arrow

BOBBIN

All Purpose

Hair

E-BOB4

REELS - nylon cords

E-RIBO

CLAMPS

E-RIB8

E-RPD

NIPPERS

E-NP2

Standard

Barb

Spring Creek

Scissor Clamp
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Barb Plier

E-NPB2

COUNTER CANISTERS
All ECO items are available
in counter canisters.

E-B23
100 E-NPB2

E-B9
50 E-C5

ECO

Item #

SCISSORS
Arrow
E-SA35
All Purpose
E-SAP4
Hair
E-SH45
CLAMPS
Standard
E-C4
E-C5
E-C5B
E-C6
Barb
E-CNH5
Scissor Clamp
E-SNH55
Spring Creek
E-CX5
Barb Plier
E-PI4
FLY TYING
Bobbin
E-BOB4
Reels
E-RIBO
E-RIB8
E-RPD
Nippers
E-NP2
E-NPB2

Length
in Inches

Finish

Features

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

3.5
4

Satin

Straight, serrated blade

4.5

4
5
5
6

Black
Satin

5

Satin

Straight, smooth jaw

5.5

Satin

Straight, 1/2 smooth and 1/2 cross hatch jaw, serrated blade

5

Satin

Straight, smooth jaw

4

Satin

Straight, smooth jaw, mini barb crusher

4

Stainless steel
and brass

Dual glass inserts, brass feet

Black

Pin-on, nylon cord, “O” ring
Pin-on, nylon cord, “8” Ring
Clip-on, Nylon cord, “D” ring

2
2

Satin

Satin
Black

Straight, 1/2 smooth and 1/2 striated jaw

Nipper w/pin
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Surgical Quality
Instruments
for Anglers

phone: 1-800-462-4474
fax: 1-800-420-2468
info@drslick.com
www.drslick.com
105 Pollywog Lane
Belgrade, MT 59714
USA

In 1990, the DR. SLICK Company was founded by a surgeon with the sole purpose of
creating the highest quality fishing and fly tying tools available. Designed by fishermen, for
fishermen, you’ll find innovative and unique tools to suit your tying and angling needs.
To this day, we continue to lead the industry in quality and innovation. Each DR. SLICK
instrument we produce undergoes a 6 step inspection process to ensure the highest quality
possible, and each instrument carries our logo on it to guarantee you that it is the best we
have to offer.
If you want precision tools made to last, you’ll want DR. SLICK.
Steve Fournier
Owner/Director of Sales & Marketing

